
SPEE-DEE LOGISTICS

FULFILLMENT AND STORAGE RATES AND RULES
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 2024
 
    ITEM

   Pallet Fulfillment/Shipping Material  

      Standard size pallet

   Pallet Fulfillment/Shipping Material  

      Exceeds standard size pallet

  Parcel & Pallet Fulfillment/Shipping Material

      Pricing based on product required (packing material, packing slips, cartons, etc.)

   Pallet Wrap Fulfillment /Wrap Material  

      Standard size pallet

   Pallet Wrap Fulfillment/Wrap Material 

      Exceeds standard size pallet

   Strap or Band Fulfillment (Parcel) 

   Strap or Band Fulfillment (Pallet)

   Sort to Pallet Fulfillment (Offload Sort)

       Heavier/bulkier items may be charged at a higher rate

       Additional fulfillment will apply if product requires multiple sorts

  Sort to Pallet Fulfillment - 2 Person Lift Required (Offload Sort)   

       Large dimensions/heavyweight

       Additional fulfillment will apply if product requires multiple sorts

   Label/Relabel Fulfillment

   Scan Fulfillment

   Base Fulfillment  - Parcel and LTL

     Applies to shipments within Spee-Dee Delivery's service area

   Label Fulfillment (Parcel Shipments)  

     Applies to shipments within Spee-Dee Delivery's service area

   BOL Fulfillment  

     Applies to shipments within Spee-Dee Delivery's service area



   OSA Base Fulfillment - Parcel and LTL

     Applies to shipments outside of Spee-Dee Delivery's service area

   OSA Label Fulfillment (Parcel Shipments)

      Applies to shipments outside of Spee-Dee Delivery's service area

   OSA BOL and Pallet Loading Fulfillment

      Applies to shipments outside of Spee-Dee Delivery's service area

      Additional fees may apply based upon product or pallet size

 

   International Shipment Fulfillment

      Processing fee applied to international shipments  

      Charges are in excess of shipping fees

   OSA (Out of Service Area) Pallet Processing Fulfillment

      Applies to pallet shipments sent outside of Spee-Dee Delivery's service area with an alternate carrier

   Parcel Drop Off Fulfillment

      Customer requests Spee Dee Logistics to drop off parcels at a carrier not currently picking up daily at our warehouse 

      Charges are in excess of shipping charges

   Pick and Pack Fulfillment

      Pricing based on product characteristics and customer expectations

  Special Fulfillment Projects 

      Open boxes, sort product, rebox, repack, etc.

      Pricing based on individual project

   Downstack or Double Stack Pallets Fulfillment

      Additional fees may apply based upon product or pallet size

   Restack Fulfillment  

      Product arrives on a pallet and parcels require restacking

   Pallet Offload and Reload Fulfillment
      Spee-Dee Logistics is required to offload and reload pallets on alternate carrier's trailer in order to offload our customer's freight

          Additional fees may apply based upon product or pallet size

   Damaged Goods Handling Fulfillment

      Repack, rebox, repalletize, etc.

      Applies to product that arrives at our warehouse damaged and requires special handling

   Dunnage Fulfillment  

      Dispose of product such as cartons, packing material, etc.

   Returns Fulfillment



   Restocking Fulfillment

   Warehouse Management System Monthly User Fee 

      Additional WMS charges will be based upon customer needs - sample list below is not all inclusive:

         Pre-wired API Fee

         Shopping Cart Hosting Fee

         API Access Fee

         EDI Hookup Fee

   Storage Service Charge 

    Depositor will be charged for each Day of Use.  A "Day of Use" as used herein shall mean each calendar

    day that the Depositor stores goods at the warehouse beginning on the calendar day that the goods  

    are deposited.  Storage fees shall be due and payable within thirty (30) days of the date of invoice.    

      

   The rate of storage shall be prorated for each Day of Use.  Any partial term fees shall be prorated  

    based on Day of Use during such month.  The number of billing days may vary per month.   

   The rate of storage shall increase for Slow Moving Goods, prorated for each Day of Use.  Slow Moving Goods 

   is defined as product that has not shipped from the warehouse for 90 or more consecutive days.  Charges shall be 

   based on full pallet increments.  Any partial term fees shall be prorated based on Day of Use during such month.   

   The number of bililng days may vary per month.

 

 

    Fulfillment and storage fees shall be due and payable within thirty (30) days of the date of invoice.

   Parcel and LTL shipments within Spee Dee Delivery's service area will be delivered by Spee Dee

   Delivery.  Shipments outside of Spee Dee Delivery's service area will be delivered by an alternate carrier.

 

     ACCESS TO WAREHOUSE

    The warehouse is a secured facility with restricted access.  Spee-Dee Logistics will allow access to the Depositor for the 

    purpose of inspection and/or removal of inventory as needed.  A Liability Waiver must be signed prior to access by each

    person who wishes to enter the warehouse.  Access is available during normal business hours and must be 

    prescheduled.  Depositor's personnel must be accompanied by an authorized warehouse employee.  Depositor

    must sign a receipt for any inventory removed from the warehouse.

    

   ** This list is not all inclusive.  Additional charges may be incurred based on specific product or project.

         Rates are subject to change with 30 days notice to customer. **

 


